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It's He,A1" 6f'JE126Y
that c.orne.s from
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~ UpiP&N'f'A"P
'TI4E. BE.t1Efi1'.S

.fiery ball oF hquid
and gas. p..s it
cooled 1 an outer
crust formed over
tY.e liquid core.

of geothermal energy.

~AA (rnolten rocl<.)
was left- between tY.e crust
and core. p..s it slowly continues
to cool, tY.e rnagrna's heat
iS transferred to tY.e rocl<.y crust
above. Ths heat 1s called
geotY>errnal energy.
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that can help expand the use
of geothermal energy.
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Geothermal
energy iS energy
for today -- and
tomorrow!
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TM&.F.....IIN
of geothermal energy loojq; bright.

~.

Why .should I

()

ICfiOII'I

• Geothermal energy can be used
directly at low and moderate
temperatures (for heating and
many other purposes). And, it
can be used indirectly at high
temperatures (to produce
electricity).
• It's a "clean," reliable source
of energy that can help save vital
fossil fuels.
• Local communities can benefit
economically from the use of
geothermal energy.
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about it
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~Gflf.AT

8ec:ause thiS vast source of energy
can be put to use to help
meet our energy ne.eOs.
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For example:
• Improved technology is
needed to make some types
of geothermal energy more
economical.
• Careful management of
geothermal resources is
essential to ensure they're
not quickly depleted.

~TH~

J2.E.SEAI2el-l iS e.xpe.eted to lead to new
proeedure.s and systems that expand
the use of geothermal energy.
14
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Geothermal power c<ln help
our nation become more

lti&NY l,aD&PIIIDEfiT.
TODAY,
geothermal
energy is
being used
primarily in the
western U.S.

,., TNE.
FUTUII£,
research and
technology may
make geothermal
energy available to
even more areas
of the country.

Learn more ...
3

Geothe.rrnal(',we.r --

r

(

/lT tiO,. lli'D
APOIJ..D Ttl& II'IOPLD
P.any eountrie.s are using or e.><ploring
geothe.rrnal energy. -rhey include:

I

rr~y
The Italians were the first to see
the potential for using geothermal
energy to generate electricity. They
built a generator at Lardarello in
1904, in a geothermal area that is
still producing today.

le.a.HIP
The most extensive use of
geothermal heating in the world
is on the volcanic island, Iceland.
Most of the island's homes and
businesses are heated geothermally. Geothermal energy is also
used to generate electricity, and
it's used in industry, too.

P. Ufllrf6P A.9IA

rr SAVU FOSSil. FUE.L.S

IS AFFUTID

For example, the use of
geothermal energy saves
millions of barrels of oil each
year! This means:

A geothermal operation takes
place in a confined area. Also,
there's no need for mining or
transportation of fuel or wastes
over long distances.

o

o

~. f2J ~'"~
~a~~c~~

less dependence on foreign
sources for fuel
fossil fuels can be saved for
other purposes, such as fuel
for transportation.

ICELAND

v

rf'S "P611&.1111.A81.6"
Unlike fossil fuels, geothermal
resources can replenish themselves over time, and with
careful management.
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61'11PGY PUOUf&eU

are most prominent along the "Ring of Fire." This is where
several sections (plates) of the earth's crust meet. It's where most
of the world's volcanoes are located, and most earthquakes occur.

4

rf'S P. PEUASLE
SOUPa OF 61'1EPGY
Geothermal energy sources
aren't affected by changing
weather conditions that affect
other renewable energy
sources, such as solar and
wind power.
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Geothermal energy offer£. some
important advantages. For example:

Ttl£1l.E.'.S U1TL£ POUUTIOfl

TtiE. U..ITEP STATE$

'fhat's be.eause there's no burning of fossil
fuels at geothermal electric. plants.

• "The Geysers" in Northern
California is the largest
geothermal electrical power
complex in the world. Other
plants are located in Utah,
Hawaii, Nevada and Southern
California (where the use of
geothermal energy is rapidly
growing) .

tiOWf.VEIL, PI.AIITS TMAT
PO BUJlfl FOSSil. FUU.S
produce large amounts of carbon dioxide
and other pollutants that have been linked
to problems such as:
• ACID RAIN, which may harm fish and
other forms of life in rivers, lakes and
streams. It may also damage forests
and crops, and erode statues, paint
and building materials.
• THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT, which
may lead to a dramatic warming of the
earth's surface temperature. Such a
warming could affect plant life, climate,
water resources and more.
• POOR AIR QUALITY, which affects us
all, but can be especially harmful to
people with heart and lung problems.
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• Boise, Idaho, is one of the
leaders in geothermal heating.
The city began using geothermal
energy to heat homes in the
1890s. Klamath Falls, Oregon is
another city that uses geothermal heat to warm homes,
businesses, a hospital and a
college.
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OTtiEIL

COUfiTJtiU
For example:
• Mexico
• the Philippines
• New Zealand
• Japan
• Turkey
• the Soviet Union
• China
• France.

• Research and development on
other geothermal projects are in
progress.
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Magma iS very hot molten roc¥found below the earth1s crust.

"ff-14P~PA"fUJZ.f.6,
it can be usee to

A"f tiiGtl
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generate eleetrieity.

lfi~Aifl
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EUe1'fZ.IC. PLAII1'S1

a.oeAnofls
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a fuel (coal, oil or natural
gas) is burned to heat water
until it turns to steam. This
steam is then used to turn a
turbine and make electricity.

in the western continental
U.S., Alaska and Hawaii, it
may be possible to extract
heat from the magma.

rr

lfiGE01'tl~

PLAII1'S 1
natural steam or hot water
from beneath the earth's
surface is used to produce
electricity. There are no air
pollutants from burning
fuels, and there is no need
to rely on foreign countries
to provide fuel.
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and continued
research are the
keys to taking full
advantage of
these resources.
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Geothermal power plants are an
e>C.tremely reliable .sourc.e of eleetrieity.
6
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AT LOW AIIP
IIIOPEPATE. TU4PEPATUN.S

In some areas, magma i.S close enough to
the earth's .surface to heat rocJ.:. c.ontaining
little or no water.
tiOT PIZ!i Poel'

(ie6s than 3.50°F), it can be used for:

•

Jl96AS AN Ttllt
140ST MUtiPAfiT
and widely distributed
source of geothermal
energy. However, more
research is needed to
determine if these areas
can become an economical
source of energy.

8

tiEAntiG

tiEAT PU14PS

fOOl:)

Geothermal energy
can be used to heat
a single structure
(space heating) or
several buildings in
the same area {district heating).

Heat pumps can
be used for space
heating and cooling. Pumps that
use geothermal
energy are much
more efficient than
air-source heat
pumps.

Preheating, cooking and drying
foods, and sterilizing utensils and
equipment are only
a few ways to use
geothermal energy
in this field.

PJZ.OC.E.SSitiG

GI.OPPE&SdPEP
PE&~P V011l6

-rhe.se c.ontain a mixture of water ancJ methane
(natural gas). Geopre.s.sured reservoirs are
found in .sandstone that's .sandwie.hed between
layers of rocJ.:..
.... Ttllt u.s.,
some of the largest
geopressu red
reservoirs are found
along the Gulf Coast
of Texas and
Louisiana.
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WOOP
pp.opueTs

Geothermal heat
can extend the
growing season in
cooler climates.

Geothermal energy
can heat kilns to
dry wood for
lumber, paper, etc.

Waters warmed by
geothermal heat
can expand the
areas where fish
farming is profitable.
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1"here are

4 &I'SI~ IUfiDS OF
G&oJIIEPJWAL lfiiPGY.

0

IIYDilOTMIPIIJU. l,fiEPGY
iS being us.ed today to produce
elec.tric..ity and for direc.t heating.

f2.e6e.rvoirs of hot
water and/or
steam are trapped
in fractured roc.IL
__ ..1-

•

,,

1.

or ~oment on t,.,e
eart,., S crust.
-rhere are 2. 1-:.inds
of hydrothermal
wells:

PP-Y STE.Af4
(''hot steam") WU LS
To release the steam from the
reservoir, a deep hole is drilled
and a pipe is inserted. After solid
particles are filtered out ' the
steam is used to turn the blades
of a turbine and generate
electricity.

~

tiOT WATEP- tiii£LIS
The water and steam found
in these wells can be used
to make electricity in 1 of 2
ways:
0 THE STEAM IS
SEPARATED FROM THE
WATER in a special
vessel and is then used
to drive a turbine. The
water that remains is
usually injected back into
the earth. (This is known
as the "flash" method.)

. .. .

_

0 THE HOT WATER IS
~

~
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• Dry steam is the most widely
used source of geothermal
energy for electrical generation.
However, the number of potential dry steam sites is very
limited.
• It's the type of power harnessed
at The Geysers in California and
at Lardarello, Italy.

USED TO HEAT
ANOTHER LIQUID that
has a lower boiling point.
The liquid turns into a
gas, which is used to turn
a turbine. The original hot
water is returned to the
earth. (This is called the
"binary cycle" method.)
Hot water wells are a growing source of geothermal
energy. They are in use
today in Southern California,
Nevada and along the
Pacific Rim.

L.e.arn about other types
of geothermal energy
being developed for
possible future use . . .
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